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Walter and Barratt' examined and identified the absorption
spectra of Li~, Na~, Ks, Rbs, Css, LiK, LiRb, LiCs, NaK, NaRb,
NaCs, KRb, RbCs, and KCs.

The identification of a NaLi molecule is complicated by the
existence of Na~ and Lis band systems in the regions of the visible,
near infrared and ultraviolet. Since the probability of molecular
formation is a function of the product of the concentration of
the atoms involved, it seemed possible that one component of a
sodium-lithium mixture might be held at a low vapor pressure
and the other at a high vapor pressure to increase the probability
of observing the NaLi molecule.

In our experiment the lithium metal was placed in an absorption
cell constructed of nickel and having water-cooled quartz windows.
A nickel side tube was connected to the absorption cell to contain
the sodium. Heating units were arranged around the absorption
cell and side tube to control the temperature of the sodium and
lithium metals independently.

The lithium metal was maintained at 850'C. A series of absorp-
tion spectrograms was then taken with the sodium at tempera-
tures of 435, 460, 485, and 510'C, respectively. A similar procedure
was used for maintaining constant high sodium with increasing
lithium vapor pressures.

The results of this experiment confirm the previous work of
Walter and Barratt. No bands attributable to a NaLi molecule
were observed in the region 3000 to 8000A. No explanation is
available, particularly as it is the only member not observed of
the complete set of binary molecular systems obtainable with the
alkali metals.
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T has now been well established experimentally that neutral
- ~ ~-mesons {H) decay into two photons. ' Theoretically, this
two-photon type of decay implies zero x spin;s in addition, the
decay has been interpreted as proceeding through the mechanism
of the creation and subsequent radiative recombination of a
virtual proton anti-proton pair. 3 Whatever the actual mechanism
of the {two-photon} decay, its mere existence implies an eGective
interaction between the x' wave field, y, and the electromagnetic
wave field, E, H, representable in the form:

Interaction Energy Density =q(k/ps)(kc) &q E H. (1)

Here y has been assumed pseudoscalar, the factors k/tltc and
(kc} & are introduced for dimensional reasons (p, —=rest mass of x ),

and q is a dimensionless constant determined by the decay
mechanism. '

One can obtain g immediately (by a first-order perturbation
calculation) in terms of the mean life, ~, of a neutral ~-meson at
rest, viz.

v '= x'g'ttc'/2k. (2)

{3)cr =32m' Z — — ——,for k]c«kk =etc
CT etc 3 pc

,k/pc, e' k (2Z)l p,c
o =32+'- Z' ——,for E(k—~) = —&&1. (4)
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In Eqs. (3) and (4), M, k~=kk/1 —(pc/kk) s|& are, respectively,
the momenta of the incident photon and produced neutral
~-meson; the angular distribution of the mesons is strongly
collimated about the direction of the incident photon if kk»pc.
In deducing Eq. {3),it has been supposed that the nuclear protons
remain approximately at rest during time intervals of the order
of several periods of the incident electromagnetic wave t since

p pop $c and (ck} '«k/ttc'j, and that the probability of finding
any pair of protons a distance r apart is proportional to exp( —r/E},
where R=k(2Z)l/pc is the nuclear radius. It is seen from Eqs.
{3) and {4) that the electric fields of the Z protons contribute
"coherently" to the x production, once the photon energy
exceeds $(2Z) &talc'.

Thus, if v is less than, say, 10 "sec, Eq. {4) indicates that a Z'
term should be observable in the total cross section for production
of neutral m-mesons in photon-nucleus collisions. Since no such
term has so far been experimentally detected, one can set a very
rough lower limit on 7": TO'5&10 " sec. An approximate upper
limit of 5X10 "sec seems to be indicated by cosmic-ray data. s
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The effective interaction of Eq. {1) can now be used for a
calculation of the probability of the inverse process: H production
in photon-photon collisions, or, for the calculation of the proba-
bility of the more interesting process: m production in the collision
of a photon with an external, approximately static electric field;
e.g., the Coulomb field of a (slowly recoiling) nucleus. The total
cross section o. for this last process is, from a first-order perturba-
tion treatment of Eq. (1), proportional to gs, i.e., to v ', one
obtains'


